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Geobacteracea are distinct for their ability to reduce insoluble oxidants including minerals and

electrodes without apparent reliance on soluble extracellular electron transfer (ET) mediators. This

property makes them important anode catalysts in new generation microbial fuel cells (MFCs) because

it obviates the need to replenish ET mediators otherwise necessary to sustain power. Here we report

cyclic voltammetry (CV) of biofilms of wild type (WT) and mutant G. sulfurreducens strains grown on

graphite cloth anodes acting as electron acceptors with acetate as the electron donor. Our analysis

indicates thatWT biofilms contain a conductive network of bound ETmediators in which OmcZ (outer

membrane c-type cytochrome Z) participates in homogeneous ET (through the biofilm bulk) while

OmcB mediates heterogeneous ET (across the biofilm/electrode interface); that type IV pili are

important in both reactions; that OmcS plays a secondary role in homogenous ET; that OmcE,

important in Fe(III) oxide reduction, is not involved in either reaction; that catalytic current is limited

overall by the rate of microbial uptake of acetate; that protons generated from acetate oxidation act as

charge compensating ions in homogenous ET; and that homogenous ET, when accelerated by fast

voltammetric scan rates, is limited by diffusion of protons within the biofilm. These results provide the

first direct electrochemical evidence substantiating utilization of bound ET mediators by Geobacter

biofilms and the distinct roles of OmcB and OmcZ in the extracellular ET properties of anode-reducing

G. sulfurreducens.

Introduction

In microbial fuel cells (MFCs) microorganisms catalyze the

anode half-reaction by metabolizing fuel and utilizing the anode

as an electron acceptor.1 MFCs combine the wide range of

biomass-derived fuels with long-term durability of microbial

consortia. While the underlying concept has been known for

decades,2 only recently has a MFC been demonstrated as

a practical alternative to conventional power sources for specific

applications.3 While many microorganisms have been utilized in

MFCs2–5 our studies have focused on Geobacter sulfurreducens

because it is closely related to the Geobacteraceae enriched in

biofilms formed on anodes of MFCs harvesting electricity from

a variety of aquatic sediments.6–8 In addition this organism is

often enriched on anodes of MFCs designed to study their

potential for wastewater treatment.9–12 This enrichment may

result from its ability to generate high current densities at high

coulombic efficiencies without apparent reliance on soluble ET

mediators;13–15 a desirable property for MFCs because it elimi-

nates the need to maintain ET mediators (either endogenous,

secreted by the organisms or exogenous, added externally) in

the anodic half cell enabling uninterrupted power generation
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Broader context

Geobacteracea are extensively studied for their significant environmental impact. They are distinct for their ability to exchange

electrons with electrodes without apparent reliance on soluble extracellular electron transfer (ET) mediators, making them

important anode catalysts in new generation microbial fuel cells because it obviates the need to replenish ET mediators otherwise

necessary to sustain power. Here we provide the first description of the mechanism of electrode reduction by Geobacteracea,

determine probable roles played in this process by various proteins, and determine the rate limiting steps.
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with continual addition of fuel. Furthermore, availability of its

genome sequence and a genetic system makes it feasible to

rationally investigate contributions of its cellular components to

its power generation capabilities.16,17

Significant investigation of extracellular ET by anode-bound

biofilms of G. sulfurreducens has implicated various redox active

outer membrane c-type cytochromes.14,16–37 In thin (ca. 10 mm

thick) WT biofilms, genes for OmcS and OmcE are more highly

expressed than in planktonic cells grown with a soluble electron

acceptor such as Fe(III) citrate.16 In thick (ca. 50 mm) biofilms32,36

where homogenous ET is presumably more challenged, whole

genome analysis of gene transcript abundance revealed genes

more highly expressed in cells grown on electrodes maintained at

oxidizing potentials (i.e., anodes) than on identical non-poten-

tiostated electrodes (i.e., at open circuit) with fumarate serving as

the electron acceptor.36 One such gene is for OmcB, known to

be partially inserted in the outer membrane.31 OmcE is also

up-regulated, whereas OmcS is down-regulated.36 Simultaneous

deletion of OmcB, OmcE, and OmcS temporarily inhibits elec-

tricity generation, and adaption by this strain is accompanied by

increased abundance of OmcZ.37 An additional up-regulated

gene in thick biofilms is for PilA, the structural protein (not

redox active) of type IV pili in G. sulfurreducens, found to be

essential for Fe(III) oxide reduction.17 A strain, in which PilA is

deleted, produces significantly less current than WT cells, and

exhibits no adaptation to WT-level current production even after

extended incubation.32,36 In addition, the gene for OmcZ exhibits

a much higher transcript abundance in anode-grown than

fumarate-grown biofilm cells, and deletion of this gene severely

inhibits current production with no long-term adaption.36

Using CV, Bond et al.38 established the precedent that anode-

bound G. sulfurreducens in biofilms, and entrapped in pectin

exhibit electrochemical properties consistent with anode-bound

catalysts. More recently, they used CV to electrochemically

characterize anode-bound biofilms of Shewanella.39 Their char-

acterization revealed that Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 and She-

wanella sp. MR-4 secrete riboflavin, which acts as a soluble

extracellular ET mediator in extracellular ET from individual

microbes in biofilms to the underlying anodes. CV of anode-

bound Shewanella and Geobacter are markedly different38,39

reflecting possible fundamental differences in their extracellular

ET properties. While previous studies indicate that Shewanella

species can reduce insoluble electron acceptors, such as Fe(III)

oxides or electrodes not in contact with the cells,8,14,24,40–44 Geo-

bacter species must be in contact with insoluble electron accep-

tors in order to reduce them and investigations of the potential

utilization of endogenous soluble ET mediators by Geobacter

and related species have yielded only negative results.6,14,45

CV is a time-honored electroanalytical technique, used

extensively for studying charge transfer in electrochemical

systems. In the context of electrode-bound catalysts, it is used to

probe the mechanism of ET from substrate (e.g., acetate) to the

electrode surface by changing the driving force and rate of the

heterogeneous ET step (across the catalyst/electrode interface) by

means of changing the electrode potential (E). Monitoring

current (i) as a function of E and rate of change of E (voltam-

metric scan rate, v) yields i–E–v dependencies that can provide

detailed mechanistic information about the entire ET mecha-

nism. Here we expand upon the use of CV by Bond et al.38 to

investigate in greater detail anode-bound biofilms of G. sulfur-

reducens. We compare i–E–v dependencies of WT to an OmcB-

deletion mutant (DomcB), an OmcE-deletion mutant (DomcE),

an OmcS deletion mutant (in which OmcT expression is inhibited

(DomcST)), an OmcZ-deletion mutant (DomcZ), and a PilA-

deletion mutant (DpilA), and determine possible roles of the

above proteins in microbe-to-anode extracellular ET. We

propose a multistep extracellular ET mechanism drawing on

prior electrochemical investigations of electrode-bound catalysts,

demonstrate that protons generated within the biofilm from

microbial oxidation of acetate act as charge compensating ions,

corroborate recent results that implicate the flux of these protons

in limiting the rate of homogeneous ET in WT G. sulfurreducens

biofilms46 and provide direct electrochemical evidence substan-

tiating use of bound ET mediators by an anode-bound biofilm.

Methods

Microbial fuel cells

MFCs were constructed from commercially available methanol

fuel cells as described previously.15 Briefly, for each MFC, the

volume of each half cell was 10 mL. Both the anode and cathode

were comprised of graphite cloth (typeGC-14, Electrolytica, Inc.,

Amherst, NY), separated by a Nafionª 117 membrane (3.5 cm �

3.5 cm). The cathode and anode were connected by a 560 U

resistor during biofilm growth. The anode and cathode electrical

connections were fashioned as previously described.15 Dimen-

sions of the cathode and anode were 2.54 cm � 2.54 cm and 1.27

cm� 0.64 cm, respectively. The anode surface area was estimated

to be 2.40 cm2 by comparing maximum catalytic current of bio-

films on carbon cloth with that accomplished on plane graphite

rod electrodes with known dimensions. This result was supported

by calculations based on the diameter and thread count of the

fibers comprising the carbon cloth anode. A Ag/AgCl, 3 M KCl

reference electrode (BAS, West Lafayette, IN, USA) was posi-

tioned in the anodic half cell with the tip approximately 0.5 cm

from the anode face. The anode and cathode half cells were

supplied with sterile media (described below) using Masterflex

PharMed BPT tubing and peristaltic pumps. All MFC compo-

nents were sterilized and assembled as previously described.15

Organisms, media and growth conditions

Geobacter sulfurreducens strain PCA (ATCC 51573, DSMZ

1212747) and mutants lacking PilA,17 OmcB,26 OmcE,18 OmcST

(DomcS since OmcT is also not expressed in the DomcSmutant18)

and OmcZ36 were obtained from an in-house culture collection.

Each strain was cultured with 10 mM acetate and 40 mM

fumarate in pressure tubes under strict anaerobic conditions in

NBAF medium as previously described48 and subsequently

investigated in its own MFC. Cell growth in each MFC was

performed as previously described15 but utilizing a freshwater

medium49 containing 0.06 g L�1 NaH2PO4. Briefly, for each

strain, 250 ml of sterile media containing a 10% culture inoc-

ulum, 10 mM acetate and 10 mM fumarate was re-circulated

through the anodic half cell while the anode was electrically

connected to the cathode by a 560 U resistor. Media containing

only 50 mM K3Fe(CN)6. Once an optical density of 0.2 was

achieved, 250 ml of sterile media lacking cells and fumerate, but
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containing 10 mM acetate, was re-circulated through the anodic

half cell at a dilution rate of 8.6 h�1 to remove planktonic cells

and fumarate from the half cell.

Analytical

During biofilm growth, the voltage across the 560 U resistor

connecting the anode and cathode of each MFC was recorded

hourly. Once a stable electrical current was achieved across the

resistor (ca. 0.5 mA in the case of WT) indicating a fully grown

biofilm, the resistor was removed and the anode maintained by

potentiostat at 0.300 V vs. the Ag/AgCl reference electrode (0.500

V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)) using the cathode

as the auxiliary electrode and fresh sterile media lacking cells and

fumerate but containing 10 mM acetate was continuously flowed

through the anodic half cell at a dilution rate of 0.86 h�1. During

CV the media flow rate was increased to a dilution rate of 8.6 h�1.

The potentiostat (Model 2053, AMEL Instruments, Milano,

Italy) was operated by a Macintosh computer running software

(Echem version 2.010, eDAQ, Colorado Springs, CO, USA)

interfaced to the potentiostat with a Powerlab data acquisition

system (Model 4SP, ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO,

USA). CV was performed from +0.300 to �0.500 V vs. the Ag/

AgCl reference electrode at scan rates from 0.002 to 5.000 V s.�1

All potentials are reported hereon vs. SHE by subtraction of

0.200 V for easier comparison to biological redox potentials. No

real-time IR compensation was employed while recording CV.

Post analysis of the CV depicted here based on the semi-integral

method described by Bond et al.50 yielded a value for the

uncompensated solution resistance of 0.332 � 0.070 U (n ¼ 5),

indicating a negligible IR loss of 0.0018 V at 5 V s�1.

Confocal microscopy

Biofilms on graphite cloth electrodes were fluorescently stained

with the LIVE/DEAD BacLight Bacte3rial Viability Kit (L7012,

Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) and examined by

confocal laser scanning microscopy, as previously described15 for

determination of biofilm thickness.

Results and discussion

Growth of wild type and mutant biofilms on graphite anodes

Fig. 1 depicts typical current vs. time records during biofilm

growth for WT G. sulfurreducens and the five mutants (DomcB,

DomcE, DomcST, DomcZ, and DpilA), on equally-sized graphite

fiber-based cloth anodes, in MFCs utilizing acetate as the elec-

tron donor and the anodes as the electron acceptors. Each bio-

film, grown by connecting the anode to an oversized cathode

through a resistor (not under potential or galvanic control),

exhibited a growth pattern similar to that reported on anodes

maintained at oxidizing potentials (e.g., +0.050V to +0.300 V vs.

SHE).32,36 Each biofilm grew to a self-determined thickness,

indicated in Fig. 1. DomcB, DomcE, and DomcST each exhibited

a growth rate and maximum catalytic current (id) similar to WT

G. sulfurreducens. By contrast, DomcZ exhibited a previously

described failed adaption36 achieving a much lower unsustain-

able current and thickness after 10 days, and total loss of cata-

lytic activity by 26 days. DpilA exhibited a previously described

sustained current and thickness without adaption.17,32

Cyclic voltammetry of wild type G. sulfurreducens biofilms

CV of the WT biofilms is anodic (positive current) and sigmoid-

shaped at slow scan rate (Fig. 2 and 3A), and evolves into anodic

and cathodic peaks at high scan rate (Fig. 4A). Such i–E–v

dependencies are consistent with classic catalyst-dependent

electrode reactions, first described in detail by Sav�eant and

Vianello in 1965,51 and more recently by Katakis and Heller ,52 to

describe systems containing electrode-bound, non-diffusing,

redox enzymes that couple oxidation of non-electrode-reactive

substrates with reduction of electrode-reactive ET mediators.

Following Katakis and Heller, we propose the reaction scheme

below (depicted schematically in Fig. 5) for describing extracel-

lular ET from microbes comprising an anode-bound biofilm of

WT G. sulfurreducens to the anode surface. In this scheme, the

biofilm is treated as a three-dimensional coating comprised of

bound (i.e., non-diffusing) catalysts reliant on ET mediators in

the biofilm for transferring electrons through the biofilm and

across the biofilm/electrode interface.

½Step 1� Micox þ Ac  !
Km

Micox-Acþ 2H2O ���!
kcat

Micred

þ 2CO2 þ 8Hþ þ 8e�

½Step 2� Micred þ ðMedoxÞd ���!
k

Micox þ ðMedredÞd

½Step 3*� ðMedredÞd !
Dred=Dox

ðMedredÞ0

½Step 3� ðMedredÞd þ ðMedoxÞd�Dd !
k3=k�3

ðMedoxÞd

þðMedredÞd�Dd

½Step 4� ðMedredÞ0 !
kox=kred

ðMedoxÞ0

þne� ðat the electrode surfaceÞ

i ¼ nFA(kox([Medred)0] – kred([Medox)0]) (1)

Here, Micox andMicred are oxidized and reduced microbes, Ac

is acetate, andMedred andMedox are reduced and oxidized forms

of the ET mediator. In step 1, microbes with affinity for Ac of Km

oxidize Ac with rate constant kcat, generating carbon dioxide and

protons.53 In step 2, each of the 8 electrons yielded by step 1

Fig. 1 Current–time records of current generation by WT G. sulfurre-

ducens and deletion mutants during biofilm growth on graphite anodes.

Self-determined thickness of each indicated where determined.
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undergo intracellular ET (resulting in the microbial metabolic

benefit depicted in Fig. 5) and reduce Medox in the biofilm, at

distance d from the anode surface regenerating Micox with rate

constant k. In step 3*, each (Medred)d diffuses into contact with

the electrode (d ¼ 0), with diffusion coefficient Dred. This ET

mechanism is proposed for many non-corrosive biofilms inves-

tigated to date,54 and relies on microbes secreting soluble

(endogenous) ET mediators and/or utilizing naturally occurring

or added (exogenous) mediators from the environment, e.g.,

Geothrix,55 Shewanella (quinines56,57 and riboflavin39,58) and

Pseudomonas (Phenazines1). If step 3* is reversible, Medox
diffuses back through the biofilm for reuse by the microbes. Step

3 is an alternative mechanism for homogeneous ET we propose

here for G. sulfurreducens based on results described below, in

which the mediators are bound (non-diffusing) in the extracel-

lular domain of the biofilm. Here, extracellular ET from distance

Fig. 3 CV recorded at 0.01 V s�1 from the indicated positive potential limit to the negative potential limit and back to the positive potential limit

qualitatively fitted to eqn (6) of biofilms of A: WT G. sulfurreducens, B: DomcB; C: DomcE; D: DomcST; E: DpilA.

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammetry of the G. sulfurreducensWT biofilm recorded

at 0.002 V s�1 from 0.25 V to �0.50 V and back to 0.25 V vs. SHE

qualitatively fitted to eqn (6) for n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2, id ¼ 0.17 � 0.005 mA

and E00 ¼ �0.145 � 0.01 V vs. SHE.
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d to the electrode surface occurs by a series of ET reactions

among adjacent ET mediators with forward and reverse rate

constants k3 and k–3. We model this mechanism on that proposed

by Katakis and Heller52 for enzyme-modified electrodes, utilizing

known bound ET mediators covalently attached within polymer

films. In step 4 (heterogeneous ET), Medred reduces the anode

generating electrical current (i) across the biofilm–electrode

interface (ne� where n is the change in oxidation state of the ET

mediator between the oxidized and reduced form), and regen-

erate Medox with forward and reverse rate constants kox and kred.

Eqn (1) relates current (i) resulting from step 4, where [(Medred)0]

and [(Medox)0] are concentrations of Medred and Medox in

immediate contact with the electrode surface, andA is the surface

area of the electrode in cm2. It is important to note that bound

ET mediators require ion mobility to electrostatically balance

the momentary change in oxidation state experienced by

each individual ET mediator during each homogeneous and

heterogeneous ET event.59,60 Furthermore, distinct and multiple

ET mediators may be involved in each step.13

In step 4, kox and kred depend upon E as described by the

Butler–Volmer electrode reaction rate expressions61

kox ¼ k0exp((1 � a)(nF/RT)(E � E00)) (2)

kred ¼ k0exp(�a(nF/RT)(E � E00)) (3)

where E00 is the formal potential of the ET mediator, k0 is the

standard rate constant for the heterogeneous ET step, a is the

transfer coefficient,61 which ranges between 0 and 1 depending

upon the specific electrode reaction, but typically takes the value

of ca. 0.5, T is temperature (K), and R, T, and F are standard

constants. Eqn (2) and (3) predict that when E[ E00, kox[

k0
[ kred; when E ¼ E00, k0 ¼ kox ¼ kred; and when E << E00,

kox << k0 << kred. If step 1 is fast (large k0) compared to the scan

Fig. 4 Scan rate dependency of CV recorded from the indicated positive potential limit to the negative potential limit and back to the positive potential

limit for biofilms of A: WT G. sulfurreducens; B: DomcB; C: DomcE; D: DomcST; E: DpilA; F: DomcZ recorded over a range of scan rates from 0.01 V s�1

to 2 V s�1. The anodic peak current (ip) indicated for WT in case of 2 V s�1.
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rate (v, rate of change of E), [(Medox)0] and [(Medred)0] will

depend upon E as described by the Nernst equation.61

E ¼ E00 + RT / nFln([(Medox)0]/[(Medred)0]) (4)

If steps 3 or 3* are also fast (large k3 and k–3 or Dred and Dox)

compared to the scan rate, [Medox] and [Medred] (total concen-

trations of oxidized and reduced forms of the mediator in the

biofilm) will also depend upon E as described by the Nernst

equation in an analogous fashion. If in addition, step 2 is fast

(large k) compared to the scan rate, catalytic current (i, eqn (1))

will scale linearly with [Medox] up to the maximum catalytic

current (id) because step 2 is first order with respect to [Medox].

This results in a sigmoid-shaped i–E dependency (e.g., Fig. 2) due

to the sigmoid-shaped [Medox]–E dependency expressed as:

[Medox] ¼ [Med]/(1 + exp((E00 � E)(nF/RT))) (5)

derived directly from the Nernst equation, where [Med] ¼

[Medox] + [Medred] (the total concentration of ETmediator in the

biofilm). Eqn (5) predicts that when E[ E00, [Medox] ¼ [Med]

(i.e., all ET mediator in the biofilm is oxidized) and maximum

catalytic current (id) is observed. When E ¼ E00 (the inflection

point of Fig. 2), [Medox] ¼ [Med]/2 (half as much current

observed compared to when [Medox] ¼ [Med]), and when E <<

E00, [Medox] ¼ 0, and ideally no current is observed.

In Fig. 2, which was recorded during growth of the biofilm (id
is therefore smaller compared to Fig. 1 at full growth), the

experimental CV is qualitatively compared to the i–E depen-

dency in eqn (6), derived directly from eqn (5).

(id – i)/i ¼ exp((E � E00)(nF/RT)) (6)

for n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2, with E00 ¼ �0.145V vs. SHE and id ¼ 0.167

mA. Here, E00 is the formal potential of the mediator of the

heterogeneous ET reaction (step 4), i is the catalytic current for

a given E, and id is the maximum catalytic current at E[ E00,

when [Medox] is at maximum value ([Med]). In turn, following

classic enzyme kinetics, id can be expressed as:53

id ¼ nFAkcat[Mic]/(1 + (kcat/k[Med]) + (Km)/[Ac]/8)) (7)

where [Ac] is the concentration of Ac in the biofilm (divided by 8

to account for the 8 electrons per equivalent of acetate oxidized),

[Mic] is the concentration of microbes in the biofilm, and A is the

surface area of the electrode in cm2. The correlation (not

rigorous) of Fig. 2 to eqn (6) for n ¼ 1 and E00 ¼ �0.145 V vs.

SHE has the following implications: (1) Electrons are transferred

through the biofilm by ETmediators one at a time (i.e., n¼ 1). (2)

i scales proportionally with [Medox] in response to the electrode

potential (E). (3) id scales proportionally with [Med]. According

to eqn (7), this would occur when [Ac]/8 [ Km and kcat [

k[Med], yielding eqn (8),

id ¼ nFAk[Mic][Med] (8)

indicating id is proportional to k, [Mic] and [Med] but limited by

Km (step 1). This outcome is consistent with our experience that

id is independent of acetate concentration above 5 mM. (4) The

biofilm is sufficiently conductive, such that its i–E dependency is

not distorted by resistance (as exhibited by the omcZ deletion

mutant described below). This conclusion is consistent with that

of Bond et al. on the conductive nature of anode-bound biofilms

of G. sulfurreducens38 and with that of Torres et al.46 on the

conductive nature of anode-bound biofilms comprised predom-

inantly of G. sulfurreducens.28 (5) Heterogeneous ET (step 4) is

sufficiently fast with respect to v (0.002 V s�1) such that as E is

changed, [Medox]0 immediately adjusts to satisfy the Nernst

equation. (6) Steps 3 or 3* are also sufficiently fast with respect to

the scan rate, so that, as E changes, homogenous ET is suffi-

ciently fast to satisfy the Nernst equation across the entire bio-

film (i.e., [Medox]0 ¼ [Medox]). (7) The formal potential of the

extracellular ET mediator in step 4 is �0.15 � 0.01 V vs. SHE,

since it is the ET mediator (if others are acting in prior steps) the

electrode reacts directly with. This value for E00 is in close

agreement with that observed by Bond et al.7 and Schr€oder et al.1

for G. sulfurreducens and with that of the G. sulfurreducens per-

iplasmic cytochrome PpcA thought to donate electrons to outer

membrane cytochromes in step 2 during iron reduction. It is

important to note that correlation of Fig. 2 to eqn (6) does not

require a homogenous population of microorganisms

throughout the biofilm with respect to the rates of steps 1–4, only

that for an overwhelming majority of microorganisms in the

biofilm, steps 1–4 are very fast relative to the scan rate to ensure

the appearance of a near overall Nernstian response (eqn (8)). It

is also important to note that a small but non-negligible cathodic

catalytic current is observed in Fig. 2 for E < �0.2 vs. SHE. The

cause of this current is unknown at this time and we contend that

it may result from G. sulfurreducens catalyzed reduction of trace

components in the media.62 CVs (not shown) recorded in the

Fig. 5 Schematic depiction of electron transfer from acetate to the

electrode surface catalyzed by a single microbe within a biofilm of WT G.

sulfurreducens. Grey shaded area represents biofilm. The vertical axis

indicates relative potential energy of electrons during electron transfer (as

voltage increases, potential energy decreases). The horizontal axis indi-

cates relative distance from the electrode surface. Red numbers indicate

reaction step described in text. The reactant and product labels are

defined in the text. Blue lines indicate relative potential energy of elec-

trons at each step during electron transfer. The potential energy level of

electrons on the anode surface is determined by the potentiostat during

CV, directly affecting the kinetics and thermodynamics of step 4, which in

turn affects the overall rate of electron transfer from acetate. The

potential energy drop depicted to occur inside the microbe between

acetate oxidation and mediator reduction is comprised, in part, by the

metabolic benefit to the microbe. The potential energy drop depicted to

occur through the biofilm results from a concentration gradient of

reduced mediator caused by generation of reduced mediator by the

microbe and consumption of reduced mediator at the anode. The relative

energy levels are not drawn to scale.
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same media at bare graphite electrodes do not exhibit this

reduction current.

Fig. 3A depicts the CV recorded at 0.010 V s�1 for a fully-

grown biofilm of WT G. sulfurreducens (hence id in Fig. 3A is

greater than observed in Fig. 2 and comparable to current

observed at full growth in Fig. 1). While exhibiting the same

formal potential and sigmoid-shape of Fig. 2, it also exhibits

hysteresis and emergence of anodic and cathodic current peaks

which become more pronounced with increasing scan rate

(Fig. 4A). The cathodic scan in Fig. 3A (0.5 V to�0.6 V vs. SHE)

corresponds to the lower current curve, while the anodic scan

(�0.6 V back to 0.5 V vs. SHE) corresponds to the upper current

curve. Hysteresis is typical of CV, and attributed here in small

part to double-layer capacitance charging current which scales

linearly with scan rate.61 It is attributed here to step 1 limiting

catalytic current. During the cathodic scan, steps 3 and 4 accel-

erate in the reverse direction, as described by eqn (2) and (3), in

order to satisfy the Nernst equation, and the electrode generates

Medred faster than the microbes can reduce remaining Medox
(step 2). This results in the growing cathodic contribution

(negative deviation) of the anodic current observed for E $ E00,

and the cathodic peak is observed for E# E00 when all remaining

oxidized ET mediator is reduced by the electrode. Conversely,

during the anodic scan, steps 3 and 4 accelerate in the forward

direction, and the electrode generates Medox faster than the

microbes can reduce it. This results in the growing anodic

contribution (positive deviation) observed in the anodic current

at E # E00, and the anodic peak is observed for E $ E00 when all

remaining Medox is oxidized by the electrode. The increasing

anodic and cathodic peak currents recorded with increasing scan

rate (Fig. 4A) result from systematically increasing the rate of

acceleration of steps 3 and 4 beyond that encountered during

generation of id (Fig. 2). The increasing peak splitting (potential

of the anodic peak minus potential of the cathodic peak),

observed with increasing scan rate (Fig. 4A), originates from the

limitation in the rate of step 4, due to k0 in eqn (2) and (3). In this

qualitative description, we can not rule out heterogeneity among

mediators throughout the biofilm with respect to the rates of

steps 3 and 4 which would affect the peak shapes and dependency

of peak splitting on scan rate.

Fig. 6A and B depict dependency with v and v1/2 of the anodic

peak currents (ip), determined from Fig. 4A that are normalized

by id determined at 0.010 V s�1 from Fig. 3A. These plots are

based on that of Nicholson and Shain,63 derived for catalyst-

dependent electrode reactions, in which catalysts diffuse to the

electrode surface. Their analysis indicated that ip/id is expected to

increase linearly with v1/2, owing to the linear dependency of ip vs.

v1/2 for non-catalyst-dependent electrode reactions in which

a diffusing species is directly oxidized by an electrode.61 Here, ip/

id vs. v (Fig. 6A) is linear up to a threshold scan rate of 0.5 V s�1.

At faster scan rates ip/id is linear with v1/2 (Fig. 6B). This bimodal

behavior, we contend, derives from confinement of ET mediators

in biofilm, whether bound (insoluble) or unbound (soluble).

Either condition is expected to result in linear ip vs. v, at slow scan

rates (if ip is not limited by the rate of a diffusing species through

the biofilm) in the case of either a soluble ET mediator (step 3*)

or charge compensating ions (step 3).32 At faster scan rates there

is less time for diffusion to occur; consequently, as step 3 or 3* is

further accelerated, the linear ip vs. v
1/2 dependency arises, when

current becomes limited by diffusion through the biofilm of

either soluble ET mediator or charge compensating ions.64 Fick’s

law of diffusion provides an estimation of the minimum diffusion

coefficient (D) of the current-limiting soluble species for this

transition to occur at 0.50 V s�1,61

D[ L2/(2t) (9)

assuming L, the diffusion layer thickness, is the biofilm thickness

(0.0002 cm). Here t is the time required to convert all ET medi-

ator in the biofilm from the oxidized to reduced form at 0.50 V

s�1, which can be estimated from the width of the anodic peak

base divided by scan rate (0.80 V/0.50 V s�1 ¼ 1.3 s), yielding D

[ 1.5 � 10�6 cm2 s�1.

In contrast to Fig. 6A and B, Fig. 7B depicts a linear

dependency of the anodic peak currents vs. v1/2 for v << 0.5 V

s�1, recorded in the absence of acetate, indicating that step 3 or

3* is more hindered by diffusion without acetate. Based on the

recent results of Torres et al.,46 we contend that the limitation in

rate of homogenous ET, depicted in Fig. 6B at v $ 0.50 V s�1

where the rate of homogenous ET is significantly accelerated

beyond that required to maintain id, is due to diffusion of charge

compensating protons (step 3). Charge compensation is more

hindered in the absence of acetate since protons are generated

inside the biofilm by step 1. The minimum diffusion coefficient

determined above is low compared to that of protons in water

(9.3 � 10�5 cm2 s�1)64 or even in a (hypothetical) dense biofilm

(9.3 � 10�6 cm2 s�1)65,66 and is consistent with proton diffusion

being limited in turn by buffer diffusion at the biofilm/media

interface.66

Fig. 6 For the WT G. sulfurreducens biofilm, A: Plot of anodic ip/id vs.

scan rate (v); B: plot of anodic ip/id vs. v
½; both recorded in the presence of

acetate.
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It is recognized that the above treatment is qualitative and not

rigorous because microorganisms are not individual enzymes,

nor were the voltammograms fitted to simulations of steps 1–4 to

yield values for various reaction parameters including the degree

of possible heterogeneity among the microbes and mediators in

the biofilm (work in progress), it does provide however, a useful

model for studying the mechanism of extracellular ET in the

Geobacter sulfurreducens biofilms.

Cyclic voltammetry of DomcB, DomcE, DomcST, and DpilA

biofilms

As with the wild type biofilms, CVs recorded at a moderately

slow scan rate (0.010 V s�1) for DomcB, DomcE, DomcST, and

DpilA mutant biofilms (Fig. 3) can be qualitatively fitted to eqn

(6) taking into account the above described hysteresis and

emergence of peaks which are more pronounced at faster scan

rates (Fig. 6). The conclusions drawn from Fig. 3 about the wild

type biofilm therefore apply to these mutant biofilms, as well;

they are conductive, rapidly exchange electrons with electrodes,

and are limited in current generation by step 1. There are

significant differences, however, among E00 values of omcB

(+0.090 V) and DpilA (�0.22 V) compared to WT G. sulfurre-

ducens (�0.15 V), indicating that OmcB and pili are important in

the heterogeneous ET reaction (step 4). In the case of DpilA, E00 is

shifted significantly negative (Fig. 3E). As depicted in Fig. 5, this

increases potential energy of electrons transferred to the anode,

possibly decreasing the metabolic benefit to this mutant, since E00

of ET mediators involved in steps 2 and 3 (if different from ET

mediators involved in step 4) may also need to shift negative in

order to enable homogenous ET. The DpilA biofilm is, however,

conductive (as evidenced by the sigmoid-shape of its 0.010 V s�1

CV compared to DomcZ described below), but thin compared to

the WT G. sulfurreducens biofilm (6 vs. 20 mm). The maximum

catalytic current is ca. 50% that of the WT biofilm, or ca. 1.5 fold

higher when normalized by thickness. A decreased metabolic

benefit may be consistent with the necessity to produce more

current per individual cell for viability. These results suggest that

pili may not be directly involved in the homogenous ET (step 3),

owing to conductivity of the DpilA biofilm, but that pili may play

a structural role in formation of thick biofilms and in localization

of extracellular c-type cytochromes,67 contributing to step 4

(hence causing the shift in E00).

Unlike DpilA, E00 of the DomcB biofilm is shifted significantly

positive, to +0.09 V vs. SHE (Fig. 3B). As depicted in Fig. 5, this

could decrease potential energy of electrons transferred to the

anode. This shift in formal potential indicates that OmcB is most

likely the mediator responsible for heterogeneous ET (step 4) in

WT G. sulfurreducens. This outcome is supported by the results

of Nevin et al.,36 who determined that OmcB is over expressed in

thick high-current producing biofilms, and by Franks et al.,68

demonstrating that this induction is specifically localized at the

innermost layer (cells closest to the anode surface) of the biofilm.

Since the DomcB biofilm achieves the same growth rate and

maximum catalytic current as the WT biofilm, and does not

require additional time to adapt, we contend that the DomcB

mutant likely utilizes the same homogeneous ET mediator in step

3 as WT, and an alternative ET mediator in step 4, present

a priori in WT G. sulfurreducens, with a much more positive E00

that is not viable for Fe(III) oxide reduction.26

Unlike DomcB, the DomcE and DomcST (Fig. 3C and D)

exhibit E00 values (�0.13 V vs. SHE) relatively similar to E00 of

Fig. 7 For the WT G. sulfurreducens biofilm, A: CV recorded from the indicated positive potential limit to the negative potential limit to the positive

potential limit over a range of scan rates from 0.01 V s�1 to 2 V s�1 in the absence of acetate; B: Plot of i vs. v1/2.
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WT G. sulfurreducens. Both exhibit the same growth rate and

maximum catalytic current as WT G. sulfurreducens (Fig. 1), but

DomcST undergoes an extended lag phase before producing

current (Fig. 1). These results suggest that OmcE is not directly

involved in step 4, in spite of being necessary for Fe(III) oxide

reduction.18 In contrast, OmcS appears to be involved in steps 2

and/or 3 as indicated by impaired Fe(III) oxide reduction by

DomcST18 and by the extended lag-phase required for anode

reduction (Fig. 1). We contend that during the lag phase an

adaptation occurs resulting in expression of an alternative

mediator not involved in step 4. (OmcT was not been evaluated

separately since its abundance on the surface of WT cells is

negligible and Fe(III) oxide reduction can be restored in DomcST

by complementation with omcS alone, but not with omcT.5)

Cyclic voltammetry of DomcZ biofilms

CVs of DomcZ (Fig. 8 recorded at maximum growth current ¼

0.25 mA) are markedly different from those of WT G. sulfurre-

ducens and the other mutant strains. There is a pronounced

resistive dependency (linear i–v feature) superimposed onto the

sigmoid dependency described above. Such an i–v dependency is

often observed for electrode-bound redox enzymes (non-

diffusing). It occurs if the enzyme exchanges electrons directly

with an electrode surface (heterogeneous ET) without relying on

ET mediators, there is a distribution in the rate of heterogeneous

ET due to a distribution among individual enzymes in orienta-

tion to electrode surface, and if a substantial portion of the

enzyme population possesses relatively slow (i.e., resistive)

heterogeneous ET rates compared to the scan rate.69 Two strat-

egies for analyzing the DomcZ CVs were evaluated. In the first

(Fig. 8A), it was assumed that all microbes comprising the bio-

film encountered resistive extracellular ET pathways, either due

to step 3 or 4 being slow. The experimental current was roughly

fit to eqn (6), assuming E00 ¼ �0.24 V vs. SHE and id ¼ 0.19 mA;

then resistance was added in series to suppress this current and

better fit the experimental data. Here id was chosen to match the

inflection observed in the experimental data at ca. 0.0 V vs. SHE,

once resistance was added. This approach to fitting the experi-

mental data requires a very negative E00, regardless of the

resistance used. In the second approach (Fig. 8B) we assumed

a two-component biofilm comprised of a population of microbes

with relatively conductive extracellular ET pathways to the

anode (presumably those in direct contact with the anode) and

a population of microbes with resistive extracellular ET path-

ways to the anode (presumably not in direct contact with the

anode). In this approach the experimental data was first fit to eqn

(6), assuming E00 ¼ �0.15 V vs. SHE and id ¼ 0.07 mA, and then

resistance added in parallel to augment this current and better fit

the experimental data. Here, id was also chosen to match the

inflection observed in the experimental data at ca. 0.0 V vs. SHE,

once resistance was added to yield a unique solution for E00

(�0.150 V vs. SHE). This value for E00 is consistent with E00

exhibited by this biofilm at fast scan rates (Fig. 4F), which can be

approximated by averaging the potentials of the anodic and

cathodic peaks (�0.145 � 0.01 V vs. SHE, at 0.10 V s�1) and

better fits the current at E > 0.2 V vs. SHE. This suggests that the

two-component biofilm hypothesis more accurately describes the

biofilm of the OmcZ-deficient mutant, in which id (0.07 mA) is

attributed to current generation by microbes with more

conductive extracellular ET pathways not affected by deletion of

omcZ since E00 is the same as for WT. Deletion of omcZ, there-

fore, appears to significantly impair the rate of step 3 for

a significant portion of the microbes in the biofilm indicating its

potential role in mediating the homogenous ET reaction. The

anodic and cathodic peaks observed at faster scan rates (Fig. 4F)

would therefore be attributed to reduction and oxidation of

mediator contributing to step 1 for the microbes with the

conductive extracellular ET pathways.

Conclusion

The CV of the electrode-bound biofilm of WT Geobacter sul-

furreducens depicted here is remarkably similar to that of elec-

trode-bound non-diffusing redox enzymes developed by Heller

et al.52,65. Based on this similarity, we propose a multi-step

reaction scheme for extracellular ET from individual microor-

ganisms comprising the biofilm to the underlying anode surface.

We interpreted the wild type CV based on this model, and

compared it to CV of anode-bound biofilms of mutant strains

deficient in various c-type cytochromes or the PilA protein. Our

results indicate that WT G. sulfurreducens forms a conductive

network of bound ET mediators that most likely utilizes OmcZ

to transfer electrons through the biofilm and OmcB to transfer

electrons across the electrode/biofilm interface; that pili are

important in both reactions, that OmcS and T are of secondary

importance to the former, and that OmcE is not involved in

extracellular ET during anode reduction in spite of being

Fig. 8 CV recorded at 0.01 V s�1 from 0.45 V to�0.7 V and back to 0.45

V vs. SHE of a DomcZ biofilm, fitted as (A): uniform biofilm in which all

microbes encounter resistive ET paths to the electrode surface and (B): 2-

component biofilm in which one component encounters conductive ET

paths, the other resistive ET paths.
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necessary for Fe(III) oxide reduction. In the case of Heller’s

electrode immobilized redox enzymes,52,65 co-immobilized

organometallic complex’s that are covalently attached within

a porous polymer matrix by flexible linkers transfer electrons

from the enzymes (analogous to step 2), among themselves

(analogous to step 3), and with the electrode surface (analogous

to step 4) through a series of thermally activated collisions. In the

case of G. sulfurreducens, homogenous ET may be occurring

between individual OmcZ proteins along a cell’s outer membrane

and by cell-to-cell contact toward the electrode surface where

OmcB on the innermost microbes to the anode surface mediate

the heterogeneous electron transfer reaction. By analogy to

Heller’s electrode immobilized enzymes, homogeneous electron

transfer from individual microbes comprising the biofilm may be

driven thermodynamically by a concentration gradient of

reduced mediator in which reduced mediator is generated by the

microbes and consumed by the anode.70,71 Our analysis also

indicates that the magnitude of catalytic current is limited by rate

of acetate uptake by the microbes. Furthermore, the homoge-

neous electron transfer process (step 3), when accelerated during

fast scan CV, becomes limited by diffusion of protons in the

biofilm generated by oxidation of acetate (step 1), which serve as

charge compensating counter ions in the homogenous ET. This

analysis provides a useful model to advance strategies to increase

the power density of microbial fuel cells.
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